On the pathogenesis of type 1 (insulin-dependent) diabetes mellitus: facts, areas still under development and new perspectives.
The observations emerged from the pancreatic transplant experiments in identical twins indicate that Type I diabetic patients maintain memory cytotoxic T cells for several years and these can be "re-awakened" when Class I identical beta cells are re-introduced into the diabetic melieu. In addition, these data have shown that these lymphocytes can (in a matter of a few weeks) cause rapid irreversible decompensation of beta cell function. From this, an important lesson is learnt: cytotoxic T cells, when generated in sufficient number against beta cells do not leave much "breathing space" for these cells. This has important implications for explaining the long latency period preceding the acute onset of Type I diabetes. ICA, when produced, seem unable to cause gross damage to beta cells. They persist for several years in the blood, but beta cell function remains apparently unaltered. It is only when cytotoxic T cells, with fine specificity for beta cells are generated that the 'killing cycle' is completed. Whether these cells are present all the time, and kept under tight control by active suppressor mechanisms or whether they appear only after an environmental trigger (e.g., retroviruses) is unknown. If the former is the case, this would give strong support to the suggested important role of suppressor T cells in the pathogenetic circuit. Some evidence for this has been produced (rev. in [116]) but, obviously, it requires confirmation (see debate which followed [116]). If, on the other hand, the latter is experimentally confirmed, one can return to the theory that cytotoxic T cells acquire the characteristics of autoreactivity by expressing receptors on their surface in a configuration which enables combination with self-autoantigens (rev. in [45]). In summary, the study of the etiopathogenesis of Type I diabetes and human autoimmunity in general has attracted a great deal of interest among immunologists. It is only by further dissecting the various limbs of the undesirable immune response against beta cells and, by trying to formulate novel hypotheses, sometimes against accepted dogmas [32], that the complete picture will be finally disclosed. At this stage it will be possible to design effective therapy trials, so that Type I diabetes and other related autoimmune disorders ultimately may be prevented.